The work then proceeded to identify key goals and constraints for main actors in Turkish and Romanian ECOBASE
clusters. Main opportunities were found to be linked to emission reductions and business advantages by selling
CO2 for additional oil recovery as well as supporting local economy and allowing for just transition to green energy.
At the same time, a number of regulatory, contractual, risk and market constrain have been identified and
summarized.
SP2 looked into the expected progress towards the first decision gate “Approval of project initiation (idea2project)”
after ECOBASE project completion and conclude that while a good progress towards DGR #1 was made, direct
involvement of the industrial actors is needed to fulfil all DGR#1 criteria.
We have identified FOAK project issues and looked on several examples from Norway, the Netherlands, USA and
Canada of how these issues may be resolved. De-risking the EORStore opportunities and required stakeholder
interactions were discussed. It was concluded that technology readiness, cost and cost reduction, financing and
legal / regulatory aspects are key in de-risking the FOAK projects, while long-term planning, governance, proper
contractual setting and good financial frameworks together with government support of FOAK projects are key in
ensuring stable and long-term stakeholder interactions.

When choosing for how to continue with CO2 for EOR in
the Bati Raman field, there are four decision paths that
were simulated here, namely business as usual (i.e.
deplete Dodan), buy CO2 from the refinery in Bati
Raman from 2025 with an option to procure CO2 from
the Kurtalan cement factory in 2030, and from both CO2
sources already from 2025. For the base oil price
scenario the outcomes are almost the same, while when
the oil price follows the high trend, the refinery capture
from 2025 and simultaneous capture from the refinery
and cement factory from 2025 are most profitable with
the lowest financial risk. Overview of the KPIs for Turkish
cases is presented in Table 1. The total storage capacity
at the field was estimated to be up to 16 Mtons CO2.

Overview of the key performance indicators for Turkish cluster.

Looking on the oil field operator perspective in Romania there are basically three options to continue with business as
usual (continue water injection), to deploy CO2-EOR full field from start, assuming all risks deriving from this decision
(mainly the uncertainties related to performance and behaviour of the reservoir) or to start with a 5-year pilot prior to full
field deployment. Our simulations showed that deploying CO2-EOR is more profitable than doing business as usual. But
the NPV is very much dependent on the oil price and on the characteristics of the reservoir, since these are major
uncertainties. Reservoir characteristics are uncertain because public data was used in the project.
Starting with a pilot is essential to reduce the uncertainties and the risks related to reservoir behaviour.

Overview of the key performance indicators for Romanian cluster.
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The objective of Sub-Project 2 (SP2, “Optimising EORStore”) of the ECO-BASE project was to initiate discussions
between key local stakeholders and provide concepts and designs for the first CCUS (carbon capture utilisation and
storage) projects in Turkey and Romania. ECO-BASE has worked on two “first of a kind” (FOAK) case studies selected
in SP1 to investigate the business potential for CO2-EOR projects with associated permanent CO2 storage (EORstore).
The main goal of this SP is to achieve a first steppingstone towards answering the question at the first decision gate: Is
there a business case?
SP2 looked first at the modelling approach to fit the data and knowledge available. An important aspect of the
EORStore case studies is the ability to evaluate efficacy and costs / profits along the whole value chain. To build the
complete picture of the EORStore business case the project relied on the ECCO tool developed during ECCO project
and made available to project partners by TNO. In order to estimate the EOR performance analogue data and
correlations were combined with mechanistic reservoir simulation modelling. Resulting EOR type curves were used in
estimation of EOR efficiency by ECCO tool. Total field storage capacity was estimated using combination of material
balance and mechanistic reservoir models. Finally, uncertainty analysis was carried out using Crystall Ball to access the
impact of physical uncertainties (permeability, STOIIP, type curves) and financial uncertainties (CAPEX, OPEX,
revenues) regarding NPV/IRR can be estimated.
Having decided on modelling approach a decision trees for potential business models where set up for Romania and
Turkey in order to guide the modelling process.

Decision tree for Romanian
case with several scenarios
defined: Business as usual,
direct full field implementation
of EORStore and application
of EORStore after pilot test.

Decision tree for Turkish
case with business as usual
and two capture scenarios:
from cement and refinery
starting at 2025 and from
refinery in 2025 and cement
later on in 2030.
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The first phase of the project is dedicated to collect information about the inventory and sink capacities, and assessment
of environmental effects of CO2-EOR. The work started by investigating the pilots and feasibility studies that have
already been performed in the SEE region. These projects as well as other national and regional studies in SEE region
gave valuable information and data to be included in the database.
Storage potential has been mapped at varying levels of detail in the North Sea and the potential for CO2-EOR has been
the subject of research for several decades. CO2-EOR seems relevant for Turkey, Romania, and Greece. It is being
deployed in Turkey, using CO2 from a natural source, but only with the goal of EOR. The process has been studied in
Greece, but is not currently deployed. Data on the subsurface may not be readily available. There is potential in
supporting the inclusion of CCS in national policies.
The next step was to setup a database. Data on sources and sinks
was gathered. Not only capacities and volumes where included, but
also an inventory was made of technical hazards and risks;
environmental aspects and regulatory and legal aspects. Also
determined was how reliable the sink capacity was and/or if data
was confidential. Sources and sinks were mapped using GIS-based
maps. Besides the locations, what amounts of CO2 where involved,
timing of sources and sinks and the reliability/uncertainty level of the
data was included. The maps are used to create source and sink
clustering. In ECOBASE a roadmap framework was developed to
create cluster-specific business cases by taking into account not
only technical aspects, but also infrastructure, economics,
environment, regulations, risks, politics, public awareness etc.

Example of data gathered: characteristics of
the Bradesti structure in Romania

The business cases are typically based on defining key performance indicators, and then quantitative estimate for how
the activity led to positive future cash flows (FCF) and discounting rate for net present value (NPV). Within SP1 we
illustrated the creation of the decision tree from the field operator’s perspective. After the framing process the decision
tree analyses was performed. Many possible scenarios and main uncertainties emerge because of the alternative
decisions that can be made during the development of a CO2-EOR project.

A tree representing decisions under uncertainties where NPV and stored CO2 for each of the 3 reservoir development
cases are calculated based on upper and lower range of porosity, permeability and mobile oil saturation, combined with a
varying CO2 EUA quota price and oil price as function of time.
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ECOBASE project, one of the eight projects funded by the first
ACT call, is coming to an end. ACT is the only ERA NET Cofund
that addresses CCS and is established by European Commission
under the Horizon 2020 programme. The objective of the
ECOBASE project is to support deployment of CCUS by
screening data, developing CCUS roadmaps and exploring for
potential CO2-EOR pilots in South-East Europe (SEE). ECOBASE
aimed to provide insight into prospective revenue streams and
business models for CCUS trough CO2-EOR in SEE and thereby
to support large-scale CCUS deployment in the region.

The project was carried out by organisations in Turkey (METU-PAL), Romania (GeoEcoMar,
Picoil, CO2 Club), the Netherlands (TNO) and Norway (NORCE).
ECOBASE has assessed the potential for CCUS through
CO2-EOR via a number of activities:
• Create for Romania and Turkey an inventory of CO2
sources (potential capture projects) and sinks (potential
sites for CCUS trough CO2-EOR);
• Identify possible business cases and perform case
studies to create CCUS trough CO2-EOR potential
assessments;
• Set up regional CCUS trough CO2-EOR roadmaps;
• Organize knowledge transfer workshops for local
CCUS stakeholders.
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- Turkish case
- Romanian Case

The project is composed of 4 sub-projects. Based on the work carried out in SP1 and SP2 roadmaps
for both cases were developed. The principle difference between Romanian and Turkish clusters lies
in:
• Lack of technological experience along CCUS value chain in Romania in contrast to ongoing
CO2EOR in Turkey
• Availability of EOR and storage regulations in Romania in contrast to lack of appropriate legal
framework to effectively regulate storage of CO2 in Turkey.
This difference effectively defines some critical issues for the execution of plans laid out in countries
roadmaps. In Romania, the critical aspect is engaging the stakeholders to prepare the scalable EOR
pilot with anthropogenic CO2. In Turkey, it is engaging stakeholders and establishing the dialog with
the state to legally enable CO2 storage. Without this cluster will be reduced to conventional EOR case
with anthropogenic CO2 entering EOR market but without added value of permanent CO2 storage.

ecobase-project.eu
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